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Preface

The possibility of introducing simulation gaming as an
auxiliary, pre-analyticalresearchmethod is currently under
considerationat IIASA. This Working Paper presentsa
specific approachto simulation gaming that may lend itself
particularly well to the study of complex'globalproblems.
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Abstract

An approachto simulation gaming is presented,with parti-
cular referenceto global modeling. The approach is generic
in characterand can, in principle, be applied to any long-
range planning area. In contrast to system-dynamicsand to
customaryeconometricmodels, the proposed"cross impact"
gaming permits considerationof events (such as technological
breakthroughs,natural catastrophes,and acts of legislation)
in addition to trends (such as population growth and energy
consumption), and it does so in a probabilistic setting that
provides appropriateemphasisfor the uncertaintiesof the
future. The so-calledcross impacts refer to the effects of
eventson the probability of other event occurrencesand on
deviations of trends from their anticipatedcourses,and simi-
larly to the effects of trend changeson other trends and on
probabilities of event occurrences. By including, in parti-
cular, actions (i.e., moves by participating players) among
the events, it becomespossible to explore both the direct
impact and the long-term consequencesof alternativepolicies.
In light of this, cross-impactgaming may be considereda
pre-analyticalapproachthat may provide intuitive insights
valuable for a full-fledged systems-analyticalinvestigation.
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A Cross-ImpactGaming Approach

to Global Modeling

An area of interest to IIASA that will lend itself well to

operationalgaming is that of global resources. Several of the

ongoing IIASA projects--Foodand Agriculture, Energy Systems,

Water Resources,and Ecology and the Environment--clearlyare

devoted to the exploration in detail of large segmentsof the

global-resourcesproblem. Information on· these subareasmay

thus be assumedto be readily available for use in an aggregate

global model. Conversely, theseprojects themselvesmay well

derive some conceptualstimulation and possibly some insights

of value from a global-gamingeffort, becauseof the interdis-

ciplinary and interareaconnectionsand influences that such

an activity might elucidate.
I
I

The best-knownmodeling efforts in the area of global

investigationsare those of Meadows, of Mesarovic and Pestel,

and of the Bariloche and Linnemann groups. By contrast to

theseapproaches,I propose the use of cross-impactanalysis as

a means of constructingan interactiveman-machinegame for

dealing with global-resourcesproblems.

The advantagesof this approach include the following:

o It permits the explicit inclusion within the model of

events as well as trends. Such eventsmight be tech-

nological breakthroughs,natural catastrophes,acts of

legislation, treaties, and so on.

o It is probabilistic in nature, and thus makes it pos-

sible to give explicit considerationto uncertainty

about the future. This element of realism is particu-

larly important when gaming is used for instructional

purposes.

o It does not limit itself, as is done so often, to the

most easily measurableaspectsof a given situation but
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places emphasison the inclusion of those elementswhich,

from a systems-analyticalpoint of view, representthe

most important aspects (even if some of thesedo not

readily lend themselvesto direct observationor mea-

surement).

o It is an excellent tool for comparativepolicy anal-

ysis, in that it permits the exploration of the impli-

cations of different action programs intended to imple-

ment alternativepolicies.

o It is thoroughly compatiblewith computer-networkgam-

ing; i.e., it can easily be applied in situationswhere

the participantsare geographicallyremote from one

another and communicatetheir input estimates (in the

constructionof the game) or their moves (in playing

the game) via a network of computer terminals.

o Finally, it has a high degreeof flexibility in that

the structureof the model as well as specific numerical

inputs can easily be changed. Among the implications

of this last point are the following:

The game can be played as an n-player game, for

n = 0,1,2,•... Here, n = 0 representsthe case

of passivelywatching the unfolding of a scenario

without attempting any intervention. The case n = 1

correspondsto one-sidedplanning (where adversary

actions are handled stochasticallyrather than

through explicit intervention by an opposing player),

as opposedto n > 1, where two or more players inter-

act with one another.

A relatively simple--perhapseven simplistic--core

model can be constructedfirst, to which other

factors may later be added, either to accommodate

the need for greaterdetail in some subareaor to

reflect sensitivitiesthat may not immediately have

been apparent.
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Numerical inputs can be adjustedwith ease. Con-

sequently, rough judgmental data can be used to start

with, to be replacedwith more refined inputs when

such become available and the sensitivity of the out-

come to these inputs establishesthe need for such

refinements.

Similarly, the functional relationshipsbetweendif-

ferent variables can often be assumedto be linear

at first, to be replacedwith nonlinear relations

when called for.

As for the generalprocedurefor constructinga cross-

impact model, it involves a seriesof steps, as follows:

1. Setting the time horizon.

In the caseof a global-resourcesmodel for IIASA, an

appropriatetime horizon might be the year 2026. Although

most of our attention is likely to be confined to the next

quarter'century, it is well to consider, at least initially,

a larger time span, such as the next half century, in order

to view the developmentsof greatestinterest from the vantage

point of a somewhat larger time perspective.

2. Identifying potential developments.

The model to be constructedis concernedwith planning

for the future. The operating environment for which plans are

to be made will differ in many respectsfrom the presentenvi-

ronment. These changescan be describedin terms of abrupt

events (such as technologicalbreakthroughs,acts of legis-

lation, and natural catastrophes)and of gradual trend fluc-

tuations (such as population, pollution, and per capita food

supply). To keep the size of the model within reasonable

bounds, it is necessaryto selectonly the most important

potential future developments,i.e., only those eventswhose

occurrenceor nonoccurrencewould make the greatestdifference

to the operating environmentand only those trends whose
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unexpecteddeviation from their anticipatedcourseswould sim-

ilarly affect the operating environmentmost profoundly. Among

the trends selectedfor representationin the model, it is im-

portant to include also so-called "payoff trends"', that is,

trends that can be used to monitor the successfulpursuit of

stipulatedgoals. (Examples of such payoff trends might be the

quality of life, the per capita food supply, and the per-capita

income.)

3. Forecastingthe probabilitiesof event occurrences.

For each selectedevent, some estimatehas to be made of its

probability of occurrenceas a function of time during the inter-

val from the presentto the stipulatedtime horizon. These pre-

liminary estimatesshould be understoodto be ceteris paribus,

or "surprise-free",estimates. (The alterationof such esti-

mates due to the occurrenceof contingent, intervening develop-

ments is preciselywhat the cross-impactapproachwill focus on.)

4. Forecastingthe future coursesof trends.

Similarly, estimatesof the future coursesof the selected

trends will have to be made. Here, in addition to a median

forecast, some indication will also be neededof the uncertainty

attaching to the forecastedtrend levels. A convenientway to

handle this is to subdivide the entire forecast interval into

subintervals (called "scenes"), whose length should reflect the

desired temporal "resolution". (For instance, in the caseof

the global-resourcesmodel, it may be adequateto sUbdivide the

50-year planning interval into 10 scenes,each 5 years in length,

becausea 50-year scenarioof the future can presumablybe de-

scribed reasonablywell by recording the statusof the world

every 5 years. If, upon closer examination, it should turn out

that this degreeof resolution is insufficient, a refined sub-

division into 50 scenesof 1 year each could be carried out.)

Having stipulateda scenelength, it is meaningful to ask the

following question: Given the trend level Ti at the beginning

of Scene i and a forecastof Ti +1 for the end of Scene i, what
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is the 50% confidence interval around Ti +1 ? That is, assuming

symmetry, for what value s does the forecasterhave a 50% con-

fidence that the true value of the trend will lie between

Ti+1 -s and Ti+1 +s? The value s thus defined will be called

the "surprise threshold" (reflecting the intuitive notion

that an actual trend value between those limits will not cause

surprisewhereasa value outsidewill).

5. Estimating cross impacts among developments.

Developmentsdo not take place in isolation from one another;

that is, the occurrenceof an event or an unexpectedtrend fluc-

tuation will affect the probabilities of occurrenceof other

events and the future coursesof other trends. To account for

theseeffects, called "cross impacts", a cross-impactmatrix

is constructed,with the selecteddevelopments (events and

trends) listed along both the left and the top:

E1 E2 . . . T1
·T . . .2

E1

E2

·
·
·
T

1

T2

···

Here, for example, the cell where the E1 -row and the E2-

column intersectcarries information as to how much, and with

what delay, the occurrenceof E1 would affect the probability

of occurrenceof E2• (Note that what is being recorded is not
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a correlation but an estimateof the causal effect of E
1

on E
2

.

If E
1

occurs in Scene i, its effect on E2 will be felt in Scene

i+1 at the earliest.) In the caseof a trend, where "occurrence"

is meaningless,impacts are noted instead in terms of deviations

from expectedvalues, as measuredin surprise-thresholdunits

(see 4 above).

At this stage, the model is ready to be subjectedto trial

runs; theseare passive, a-player applications. The procedure

amounts to deciding by a Monte Carlo random-numberprocesswhich

of the events E1,E2 , ..• occur in Scene 1. Depending on their

occurrenceor nonoccurrence,the probabilities of events and

values of trends anticipatedfor Scene 2 are adjustedin accor-

dancewith the entries in the cross-impactmatrix. Then Scene 2

is played out similarly, and so on, until the last scene is

completed. The result of such a run is a "scenario", that is,

a sequenceof event occurrencesand of trend fluctuations

recordedfor each successivescene. Several runs will generally

produce different scenarios. In a large number of runs, the

frequenciesof event occurrencesand the averagetrend values

should approximately reproducethe input probabilities and

trend values.

The scheme lends itself to sensitivity studies. For example,

an event can be made to occur in Scene 1 (by raising its input

probability to 1), and the averageoutcome can be comparedwith

that of standard (i.e., unaltered) runs. This opens the door

to comparativepolicy analyses (1-player gaming) and even to

studies of the interactionsof multiple interventions (n-player

gaming). Before entering this phase, however, some additional,

preparatorysteps are needed:

6. Identifying decision-makingagencies.

If the model is to be used for the purposeof a unilateral

planning simulation, then, of course, only one decision maker

or decision-makingagency has to be specified. This single

"player" can be a simulated real-world entity, such as a par-

ticular national government, the United Nations, or the



multinational corporations;or it can be a fictious agency, such

as a world government. This latter case may be important for

analytical purposes, if it is desired, say, to determine in

principle what actions, however unrealistic in a real-world

setting, are likely to avert famine. Having thus established

an idealized benchmarkcase, it may then be possible to explore

more realistic ways and means, by simulating actual decision

makers, of at least approximating the idealized policy. If

the interactionsof severaldecision makers are to be simu-

lated, these have to be separatelyidentified. In gaming

languagethis means that they have to be differentially char-

acterizedin terms of the moves permitted to them. These moves

will consist in interventive actions, which in turn will affect

some of the input values of the events and trends included in

the model. Thus, operationally speaking, players differ in the

amount of influence they can exerciseover the developments

that constitutea potential scenario.

7. Specifying interventive actions.
'.

For a given play of the cross-impactgame, a set of actions.
A"A 2, ... will have to be specified that maibe taken by one

or more of the players. For these actions, an impact matrix

will be required:

whose entries indicate to what extent an action A. will affect
1

the input coefficients that characterizethe events and trends.

For some actions it may be that they can be enactedat various

levels (e.g., capital investments), in which case their impact

on events and trends must be stated in terms of the level of

enactment.
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Two further comments on ·the role of actions in a cross-

impact simulation are indicated. Firstly, a player, when

deciding on the next move, may be subject to certain resource

constraints. Actions may, in fact, have price tags attached

to them, and the player's options may consist in the choices

permitted within a given budgetaryallowance. Secondly, since

the identification of suitable actions often is a matter of

inventive imagination, there should be enough flexibility in

the rules of the game to provide for the occasionalintroduction

of new actions, togetherwith their associatedcosts and impacts

on other developments.

The type of gaming approachdescribedabove should not be

looked upon as a panacea. For one thing, the model in its

present form still has many deficiencies, only some of which

one can hope to eliminate by making the model gradually more

sophisticated;cross-impactsimulation, after all, is intended

to be used primarily in situationswhere the stateof our

theoretical knowledge is still inadequate,yet where a systems

approachrequires that all important aspectsbe considered

regardlessof their full scientific tractability.

Even at best the conditional forecastsproducedby running

the cross-impactmodel for various policy options are no better

than the inputs, which, after all, in many instancesare neces-

sarily judgmental in character. However, while firm predic-

tions cannot reasonablybe looked for, the model has consider-

able potentialities in providing insights into how sensitively

the future dependson changesin input assumptionsand, partic-

ularly, on policy changes. Such insights may be especially

valuable if, as they are apt to be, they are cross-disciplinary,

becausethe generally unidisciplinary nature of more traditional

modeling techniquesoften fails to elucidatethesebroader

aspects.

The advantagesto IIASA of introducing a simulation activ-

ity of this kind are manifold. Among the more obvious ones

are these:
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o It is likely to afford the participants intellectual

stimulation, by exposing them to considerationsout-

side their more narrow specialtiesas well as to the

pervasive influence of uncertainty.

o It representsa tool for sensitivity analyses,the

results of which will both identify the substantive

areasmost in need of more detailed examinationand

determine the direction in which fruitful policies

may be looked for.

o It will promote interproject ｣ ｾ ｯ ｰ ･ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ and collabo-

ration.

o It will permit examinationof the effect of near-term

national policies (regarding food, energy, pollution,

etc.) on long-term global conditions.

o It will facilitate some form of at least rUdimentary

pretheoreticalmodeling in subject areas (particularly

within the social-sciencefield) where fully reasoned

theories are not yet available. While, of course, even

purely correlational approacheshave occasionally

proved fruitful in such instances,cross-impactanal-

ysis greatly enhancesthe opportunity for gaining

insights into the causal, rather than merely correla-

tional, relationshipsbetweendevelopments.


